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I. INTRODUCTION / SUMMARY 

 

Q.  Please state your name and business address.  1 

A. My name is Michael L. Brosch.  My business address is PO Box 481934, Kansas 2 

City, Missouri 64148-1934. 3 

 4 

Q. Are you the same Michael L. Brosch who previously submitted Direct 5 

Testimony that was identified as AG Exhibit 1.0 in this Docket? 6 

A. Yes.  My qualifications and a listing of my previous testimonies were provided in 7 

AG Exhibits 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.   8 

Q. On whose behalf are you appearing in this proceeding? 9 

A. I am appearing on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois represented by the 10 

Attorney General, (“Attorney General” or “AG”).      11 

Q.     What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony in this docket? 12 

A. My testimony is responsive to the Rebuttal Testimony of ComEd witness Hemphill. 13 

I will address some mischaracterizations that are made by Mr. Hemphill.  Also, I 14 

will comment upon some new arguments that are raised by Mr. Hemphill in support 15 

of ComEd‟s proposed Rider ACEP.
 

16 

Q. At line 82 of his Rebuttal, Mr. Hemphill opines that many parties “…seem to 17 

be intractably opposed to alternative regulation.”  Is the AG intractably 18 

opposed to alternative regulation? 19 

A. No.  It appears that the widespread opposition to ComEd‟s proposed Rider ACEP 20 

by the Commission Staff and other parties is being interpreted by the Company as 21 

opposition to alternative regulation in general, but the AG is not opposed to careful 22 
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consideration and development of alternative regulation mechanisms that would 23 

improve upon traditional regulation and produce benefits to the utility and its 24 

ratepayers.  My Direct Testimony explained that ComEd‟s proposal is not 25 

alternative regulation at all. Rather, it is a repackaging of the Company‟s previously 26 

submitted Rider SMP, which sought to increase customers‟ rates on a piecemeal 27 

basis for recovery of the costs of specific investments and expenses for targeted 28 

programs.
1
  Rate ACEP would increase rates for recovery outside of traditional rate 29 

cases for the four project areas ComEd‟s seeks to include at this time, but does 30 

nothing to change or improve upon the overall structure of traditional regulation. 31 

Q. According to Mr. Hemphill, “We proposed Rider ACEP as a pilot because we 32 

want to investigate this type of incentive mechanism before making a broader 33 

proposal.”
2
  Could Rate ACEP serve as a useful test mechanism for a broader 34 

framework of alternative regulation? 35 

A. No.  Rate ACEP is a narrowly constructed rate adjustment mechanism that would 36 

increase rates to recover targeted costs for discrete projects between test years.  As 37 

such, Rate ACEP has drawn considerable criticism from the AG and other parties 38 

who do not welcome such one-sided approaches, where the subject projects and 39 

costs in question can be readily addressed through traditional regulation.  40 

Alternative regulation is attractive only when it promises benefits to all stakeholders 41 

by improving upon the incentives, risks, rewards and outcomes achievable under 42 

traditional regulation.  Rate ACEP does not offer any promise of lower future rate 43 

levels for consumers, reduced regulatory complexity and cost, or improved long-44 

                                                 
1
  AG Exhibit 1.0, lines 278-281. 

2
  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 77-79. 
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term operational efficiencies within ComEd that would ultimately benefit 45 

consumers.   46 

 47 

II. ADVANCE REGULATORY REVIEW OF PROJECTS. 48 

Q. According to witness Hemphill, “The principle embodied in ComEd‟s pilot 49 

proposal is simple: a full regulatory review can and should be undertaken 50 

before new and innovative investments are undertaken.”
3
  Is this a reasonable 51 

principle for a plan of alternative regulation? 52 

A. No.  Utilities are called upon to make new investments in infrastructure and new 53 

technologies continuously, in order to be able to provide cost-effective, safe and 54 

adequate service to ratepayers. This is not a new expectation, but rather is business 55 

as usual in the utility business.  It is unreasonable to expect the Commission to 56 

conduct a “full regulatory review” of utility plans and budgets in advance of 57 

spending whenever ComEd desires assurances of future recoverability of such costs 58 

for one or more targeted projects.   Neither regulatory commissions nor intervening 59 

parties have surplus staffing and consulting resources sufficient to conduct a full 60 

regulatory review in advance for each incremental, new, and potentially innovative 61 

investment that utility management may choose to propose.  Indeed, it is because 62 

the utility possesses the staff expertise, detailed knowledge of its systems, and the 63 

financial resources to conduct the planning and implementation of new investments, 64 

that the traditional regulatory model does not provide for such micro-management 65 

of utility investment optimization decisions. 66 

                                                 
3
  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 87-89. 
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Q. Are the four targeted projects that would be covered by Rate ACEP what you 67 

consider to be new and innovative investments? 68 

A. Not really.  In each instance, electric vehicles, underground facilities replacement, 69 

smart grid pilot investments and low income support, the Company either has 70 

undertaken similar activities under traditional regulation for many years or there is 71 

an existing regulatory procedure already in place to address the activities and costs.   72 

Q. According to Mr. Hemphill, “The reality is that these investments simply will 73 

not be undertaken under a regulatory structure where ComEd can be left 74 

holding the bag and must fight, after the fact, for even partial recovery of its 75 

costs. Since many projects that offer huge benefits to customers over the next 76 

few years require those types of investments, it benefits us all to work on a 77 

mechanism to make those investments possible, rather than to continue to fight 78 

over ways to deny recovery of their costs.”
4
  Do you agree? 79 

A. No.   I am highly confident that the Company will work diligently to provide safe 80 

and adequate service to its customers by seeking to optimize investment levels and 81 

new technology deployment.  ComEd may select a different pace to invest in 82 

electric vehicles, underground facilities replacement, smart grid automation or 83 

support for low income programs if preferential rate treatment such as Rate ACEP 84 

is rejected, but implementation of discretionary projects at a different pace should 85 

not be expected to cause service quality deterioration.  Indeed, when new 86 

technologies can be cost-effectively deployed, ComEd can be expected to invest to 87 

harvest the benefits of such technology for itself and its ratepayers.  We should not 88 

ignore the fact that, under traditional regulation, ComEd is responsible for running 89 
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the business and is able to fully recover all of its necessary and prudently incurred 90 

costs, while at the same time the adequacy of ComEd‟s service quality from such 91 

investments remain subject to regulatory scrutiny.  The discretion ComEd has over 92 

such investments is desirable and should remain the sole province of utility 93 

management.  Shifting this discretion to the Commission, via the Rate ACEP pre-94 

approval process, is not appropriate and may actually limit the flexibility desired for 95 

management to be able to modify and update plans when new information or 96 

changed circumstances support such revisions. 97 

   Regulatory review after-the-fact, which ComEd appears to want to avoid, 98 

actually results in more utility flexibility and innovation by allowing the utility to 99 

decide in the first instance what investments are cost-effective.  On the other hand, 100 

if ratepayers are committed in advance to pay for investments that the Company 101 

admits it is hesitant to invest in unless  a prudency finding is guaranteed, it is 102 

ratepayers who may be left “holding the bag.” 103 

 104 

III. BUDGETS ARE NOT ALTERNATIVE REGULATION. 105 

Q. According to Mr. Hemphill, using ComEd‟s budgets as “benchmarks” can 106 

represent a viable form of alternative regulation.
5
  Do you agree? 107 

A. No.   Budgets that are created by ComEd management can be useful as internal tools 108 

to track spending relative to plans, but such budgets do not represent performance 109 

benchmarks of the type employed in alternative regulation.  Performance 110 

benchmarks should be objectively determined through comparisons to historical 111 

                                                                                                                                                 
4
  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 94-99. 

5
  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 236-242. 
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actual performance or to financial performance of peer companies, rather than 112 

against cost targets set up by the same personnel whose performance will be judged 113 

against the targets.  A fundamental problem with utilization of cost budgets as 114 

performance benchmarks is the potential for scoping and timing changes to alter the 115 

amount and complexity of actual work that is deemed complete for comparison to 116 

the budget.  For example, the Urban Underground Facility Reinvestment (“UUFR”) 117 

program involves a budget to, “…devote an additional $45 million over 18 months 118 

to accelerate proactive maintenance and reconstruction of cable support equipment 119 

in manholes and the testimony, repair, and replacement of mainline distribution 120 

feeder cable in Chicago and other urban areas with underground cable-and-121 

conduit/manhole systems.”
6
  There are no specific scope of work parameters to 122 

specify what jobs will be completed in particular locations within this budget.  The 123 

Company broadly states, “Under this approach, ComEd anticipates replacing or 124 

refurbishing approximately 2,400 – 3,600 additional manholes and replacing 125 

approximately 25-37 miles of cable over the 18-month program time frame.”
7
  126 

Within these broad parameters, ComEd can easily alter the scheduling and scoping 127 

of UUFR work to ensure budget variances are only favorable. 128 

Q. Does ComEd‟s Rebuttal evidence illustrate the problems that can arise when 129 

advance regulatory approval of projects and project budgets is required? 130 

A. Yes.  The Rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Mr. McMahan deals primarily with 131 

issues raised by Staff in disputing the budget associated with the proposed electric 132 

vehicle pilot program.
8
  If not for the Company‟s proposal to include this program 133 

                                                 
6
  ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 114-118. 

7
  Id.  lines 131.133. 

8
  ComEd Ex. 7.0  lines 19-267. 
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in Rate ACEP, there would be no need for the Commission to address the 134 

contentious assumptions and uncertainties associated with this program.  If the 135 

Company instead purchased additional electric vehicles under traditional regulation, 136 

and later sought rate base inclusion of such costs, there would be no budget 137 

uncertainties involved and it is unlikely that any dispute would occur over the actual 138 

cost incurred to purchase fleet vehicles absent gross procurement negligence on the 139 

part of ComEd. 140 

Q. Is the Commission‟s obligation to receive and review budgets limited to the 141 

four projects contained in ComEd‟s Rate ACEP proposal at this time? 142 

A. No.  Contrary to the assertions of Mr. Hemphill, Rate ACEP is open ended and may 143 

include future programs, new investments and additional or revised budgets.  This is 144 

confirmed in his statement, “Every two years the Commission will evaluate how 145 

Rate ACEP functioned. During that review, ComEd may propose new investments 146 

to be covered by Rate ACEP. If ComEd decides to propose new investments, it will 147 

provide capital and O&M budgets. The Commission, with input from Staff and 148 

Intervenors, will review any new proposals and budgets.”
9
 149 

Q. How would disputes surrounding the budgets ComEd would use under Rate 150 

ACEP be resolved? 151 

A. This is far from clear.  On the one hand, Mr. Hemphill states, “Ms. Hinman herself 152 

was able to provide alternative budget numbers for several of the items on the EV 153 

budget.”
10

  Then, in the next sentence he notes that Ms. Hinman‟s work is disputed 154 

in formal testimony to be resolved by Commission Order, which seems to belie the 155 

                                                 
9
  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 272-276. 

10
  Id. Line 295. 
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claims made in the very next sentences that, “This is the kind of process I envision 156 

when I refer to a collaborative effort. Ultimately, these sorts of disagreements could 157 

be resolved around a conference table, instead of through litigation.”
11

  Given the 158 

testimony in this docket that highlights the stark and fundamental differences 159 

between ComEd and the parties (including Staff) as to (1) what constitutes a 160 

reasonable alternative regulation approach; (2) how risk should be apportioned 161 

between the Company and ratepayers; and (3) who should be responsible for 162 

making investment decisions related to new technologies, it seems unrealistic for 163 

Mr. Hemphill to suggest these matters could be, “resolved around a conference 164 

table.” 165 

Q. Are there additional areas of potential controversy that surround ComEd‟s 166 

proposed use of budgets in alternative regulation? 167 

A. Yes.  Dr. Hemphill responds to Staff‟s concern about definitions of when a project 168 

may be deemed complete by stating, “ComEd considers a project to be „complete‟ 169 

when all investment to be made under the Commission-approved budget have been 170 

made and the project is in service or otherwise operational.”
12

  Out of apparent 171 

recognition that judgments may vary on such matters, it is also noted that, “The 172 

Commission will be the ultimate arbiter of when a project is „complete‟”.
13

 173 

Q. Are some of the projects included within ComEd‟s Rate ACEP proposal not 174 

conducive to any conclusion that work is “complete” for purposes of using a 175 

budget as the basis for alternative regulation? 176 

                                                 
11

  Id. lines 298-300. 
12

  Id.  lines 326-335. 
13

  Id. lines 334-335. 
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A. The UUFR proactive acceleration initiative referenced above would expand upon 177 

the currently ongoing program of testing and maintenance or replacement of urban 178 

underground facilities.  According to ComEd witness Blaise, “ComEd has 179 

historically refurbished manholes and related cables opportunistically, as failures 180 

occur or new business or capacity expansion projects require.  There is nothing 181 

improper or imprudent about this approach.  Work can be performed in the manner 182 

consistent with good utility practice.  But, based on this approach, refurbishment of 183 

all manholes could take up to 100 years to complete, and replacement of cable will 184 

only occur as failure indicators appear.”
14

  As I understand the Company‟s proposal 185 

for UUFR activity, ComEd will add work until the budget is consumed and can then 186 

deem the program complete after at any point it has met the minimum ranges of 187 

work scope specified in the tables at page 9 of Ms. Blaise‟s Direct Testimony. 188 

  The notion of “completion” of the AMI elements of the Company‟s proposal 189 

is subject to even greater uncertainty.  The AMI elements are described in non-190 

specific terms as, “…basic components that are likely to be part of any next step in 191 

the AMI arena” in the testimony of Mr. Marquez and he is careful to also note that, 192 

“The specifics, however, will depend upon the results of the AMI pilot, the ISSGC, 193 

and the ICC policy docket, as well as our cost-benefit analyses.”
15

 194 

 195 

IV. TRADITIONAL REGULATION IS NOT HIGH RISK. 196 

Q. At line 445 of his Rebuttal, Mr. Hemphill claims your testimony and that of the 197 

other witnesses opposing Rate ACEP is “paradoxical.”  He then posits, “If 198 

                                                 
14

  ComEd Ex. 4.0, lines 95-100. 
15

  ComEd Ex. 3.0, lines 66-73. 
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ComEd were to expend resources on discretionary, Rate ACEP projects, which 199 

go above and beyond regulatory minimums, would Staff, CUB, the AG, and 200 

IIEC really support cost recovery in a rate case?”  Can you clarify your 201 

position on this matter? 202 

A. Yes.  I have never observed, in my thirty plus years of utility regulation work, a 203 

Commission-ordered disallowance of utility plant investment to improve service 204 

reliability or cost-effectiveness just because the expenditures were above and 205 

beyond regulatory minimums.  If one assumes that ComEd is reasonably diligent in 206 

evaluating its investment options and makes informed decisions that can be 207 

documented as prudent when the decisions were made, the Company has little to 208 

fear with regard to potential disallowance. 209 

Q. Does the current rate case cited by Mr. Hemphill in Rebuttal at lines 453-459 210 

have anything to do with disallowances of discretionary investments made by 211 

ComEd that go above and beyond regulatory minimums?  212 

A. No.  By his own testimony, Mr. Hemphill admits that, “In its rate case ComEd is 213 

proposing recovery only of those costs necessary for the provision of adequate and 214 

reliable service,”  which is not the “above and beyond” investment that Rate ACEP 215 

is said to be targeting.   More importantly, the issues driving overall revenue 216 

changes being proposed by AG and CUB in the rate case are not Plant in Service 217 

prudence disallowances, so much as correction of the test year rate base distortions 218 

and disputes surrounding pension, rate of return and other typical rate case issues. 219 
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Q. Mr. Hemphill refers to the AMI Meter pilot and say it is “…an illustrative 220 

example of the length to which parties will go to prevent cost recovery.”
16

  221 

Have any AG or CUB witnesses challenged ComEd‟s asserted costs for the 222 

AMI Meter pilot in the pending rate case? 223 

A. No.  These costs were initially disputed when they were proposed for recovery in a 224 

piecemeal rate Rider SMP/AMP.  This Rider was later found to be illegal by the 225 

Appellate Court.
17

  More recently, these costs have been fully reflected in the 226 

Company‟s general rate case as part of its Rebuttal evidence.
18

  227 

Q. Is it true that the EV Pilot program must have up-front Commission approval 228 

because of the risk such a program may “…run afoul of the „reasonable in 229 

cost‟ and other standards mentioned by Messrs. Stoller, Rearden and Brosch,” 230 

as suggested by Mr. Hemphill?
19

 231 

A. No.  As I noted in my Direct Testimony, there is nothing special about the EV pilot, 232 

as it could readily be absorbed into ComEd‟s recurring need to deploy replacement 233 

vehicles each year.  As noted by Mr. Hemphill, ComEd has already invested in EVs 234 

that are included in its rate base and no advance Commission approval was 235 

requested or received for these earlier investments.  I see no serious risk of 236 

disallowance if ComEd investigates EVs through a broader fleet deployment.  237 

Further, I  note that the Company incurred Research and Development expenses of 238 

                                                 
16

  ComEd Ex. 6.0, line 466. 
17

  Commonwealth Edison Co. 166 v. Illinois Commerce Comm'n, No. 2-08-0959 (Ill. App. Ct., 2nd 

Dist., Sept, 30, 2010). 
18

  In the Direct Testimony of Staff witness Tolsdorf (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0), issues were raised regarding 

the depreciation expense ComEd failed to remove on meters that were retired and amounts 

associated with retired meters that could be redeployed.  ComEd‟s Rebuttal filing acknowledged 

and addressed these issues. 
19

  Id.  Line 480. 
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$900,412 in the test year in Docket No. 10-0467 and no party has proposed 239 

disallowance of these expenses.
20

 240 

 241 

IV.   RATE ACEP WILL RAISE UTILITY RATES. 242 

 243 

Q. In response to the conclusions of you and multiple other witnesses that 244 

ComEd‟s Rider ACEP does not meet the Section 9-244(b)(1) requirement 245 

because it is not “likely to result in lower rates”, Mr. Hemphill argues, “The 246 

Rate ACEP proposal is likely to result in lower rates than would be charged to 247 

customers to provide the same services under traditional regulation.”
21

 What 248 

distinction do you believe Dr. Hemphill is injecting into this verbiage? 249 

A. I assume with this parsing he is arguing that ComEd will be providing some 250 

different service than the existing electric delivery service if Rate ACEP is 251 

approved, where he inserts the phrase “to provide the same services” in his 252 

sentence.  In the very next sentence Mr. Hemphill claims, “As I noted above, it is 253 

pointless to argue that traditional regulation would result in lower rates if ComEd 254 

provided fewer services.”
22

  I see no obvious change in the quality or quantity of 255 

energy deliveries that ComEd would provide with or without Rate ACEP.  256 

However, I suspect Mr. Hemphill is attempting to argue that if costs are the same 257 

and if traditional regulation were continuous (with no regulatory lag), Rate ACEP 258 

might produce savings for customers because of the proposed budgetary cost caps 259 

                                                 
20

  ComEd FERC Form 1, 2009/Q4 at page 353. 
21

  ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 868-869. 
22

  Id. line 869. 
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and 5 percent O&M reduction that are mentioned in the same paragraph.
23

  If this is 260 

the point, it is based upon frail logic piled atop flawed assumptions. 261 

Q. What frail logic is involved in the idea that Rate ACEP will produce lower 262 

rates for consumers? 263 

A. Rate ACEP is designed to calculate surcharges to customers and is mathematically 264 

incapable of producing rate credits in the form proposed.  Indeed, the Company‟s 265 

own illustrative calculations predict rate increases from Rate ACEP.
24

  It is illogical 266 

to assume that Rate ACEP recovery of 95 percent of incremental O&M expenses 267 

represents lower rates to customers because it is not 100 percent, when none of 268 

these incremental expenses are recoverable between rate cases without approval of 269 

Rate ACEP.  It is similarly illogical to pretend that an incremental charge to 270 

customers for capital expenditures under Rate ACEP will produce lower rates to 271 

customers because it this charge might have been even higher if not for budgetary 272 

constraints. 273 

Q. What flawed assumptions are involved in the idea that Rate ACEP will 274 

produce lower rates for consumers? 275 

A. The only way that Rate ACEP can compare favorably to traditional ratemaking 276 

from a customer impact perspective is if we assume continuous regulation and no 277 

regulatory lag.  This is a flawed assumption because traditional regulation involves 278 

periodic consideration of all costs and revenues within a test year to establish the 279 

revenue requirement.  I reject as specious Mr. Hemphill‟s suggestion that the same 280 

changes in costs for the proposed projects would translate immediately into higher 281 

                                                 
23

  Id. lines 874-876. 
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rates under both traditional regulation and Rate ACEP, resulting in the 95 percent 282 

expense limitation and overall budget constraints producing claimed “lower rates” 283 

for customers.   Rider ACEP is designed and intended to reduce regulatory lag, by 284 

translating project costs into higher rates to customers between traditional rate 285 

cases. 286 

 287 

V.   CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION. 288 

 289 

Q. Has any new information been presented in ComEd‟s Rebuttal evidence that 290 

has changed your recommendation regarding proposed Rate ACEP? 291 

A. No.  For all the reasons stated in my Direct Testimony and herein, I recommend that 292 

Rate ACEP be rejected by the Commission.  The Company‟s proposal is not a 293 

viable plan for alternative rate regulation and will result in ratepayers paying more 294 

than they otherwise would under traditional test year regulation.   295 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time? 296 

A. Yes.  297 

                                                                                                                                                 
24

  ComEd Ex. 1.3. 


